Navigating the Digital and the Real in Zuppa Theatre's The Archive of Missing
Things by Dawn Tracey Brandes
As I sat at one of the many small tables lining the glass interior wall of the second fl oor of Dalhousie University's Killam Library in Halifax, Nova Scotia, waiting for Zuppa Th eatre's Th e Archive of Missing Th ings to begin, I found myself taking in my familiar surroundings in a new way. From my solitary desk, I watched the lazy action in the atrium two stories below: two students entered wearing graduation regalia, a woman in a green coat hunched over a book, another woman with a large purse thumbed through a newspaper. Were these performers, or library patrons? If they were patrons, was there something intrusive about the way I was scrutinizing their behaviour from my perch above the action? But then again, that woman in the green coat had a red umbrella propped beside her table. Wasn't that suspicious behaviour, on a hot, cloudless day in May?
1 Could it be a clue, or just a distraction? Looking across the atrium, I could see others like me, seated beside the windows of the second, third, and fourth fl oors of the library, iPads or laptops in front of them, wireless headphones fi tted over their ears. Unlike the handful of students below, who gazed at their phone screens or read books while the music fl owing through their earbuds competed for their attention, these theatregoers ignored their screens for the time being, watching the patrons below as they waited for the performance to start and wondered whether it already had.
Th e Archive of Missing Th ings , written by Zuppa Th eatre Co. with Kate Cayley and directed by Alex McLean, was an immersive, interactive, intermedial production performed 15-27 May 2017 as part of Eastern Front Th eatre's Stages Festival. Audiences became detectives searching for the "Heart" of a digital database called the Archive, while simultaneously being made to question their own engagements with theatre, technology, objects, and memory.
Upon arriving at the library, I was given a small Archivist's Notebook, which I was asked to mark with my fi ngerprint, and I was sent to the second fl oor of the building where a volunteer presented me with an iPad and a wireless headset in exchange for a piece of ID I could reclaim after the show.
2 When the show began, a child's voice (Gabriel Leblanc) advised us through the headphones that we would have ninety minutes to explore the Archive. We could simply explore at random, learning about the objects in the Archive without a specifi c goal in mind, but if we chose to search for the Heart, we would have to be on the lookout for clues. Not everything was a clue, the child's voice told us, but clues were everywhere.
After the child's voice directed us to the Archive's password, which was cleverly hidden in plain sight, we were invited to unlock our iPad or laptop and begin our exploration. For the next ninety minutes, we clicked or tapped our way through the digital exhibits presented on our screens, encountering a series of "lost" objects and the stories behind them. Th e screens of the Archive operated like a Choose Your Own Adventure book, off ering the explorer choices between two or more objects as she moved forward: would you like to learn more about this lost dreidel, or that lost shoe? Should you explore the nineteenth-century exhibit, or 
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the twentieth-century one? A correct choice led the participant closer to the Heart of the Archive; an incorrect one prompted the heart-seeker to circle back around, with another chance to make the right choice, but having wasted valuable time.
As promised, clues were sometimes delivered overtly, sometimes obscurely, either by disembodied voices from our headsets or by live actors stationed at various locations in the library. Th e most consistent source of clues was a strange photoshoot in the atrium, featuring Stewart Legere as photographer and Miranda Jones as his assistant. As Legere and Jones set up lights and photographed objects, their conversation occasionally interrupted the lovely, unobtrusive soundscape playing over our headsets (designed by Brian Riley), and we eagerly analyzed their dialogue and actions for clues. Th ere was little by way of plot in these scenes, though the conversations we eavesdropped on were by turns funny, strange, and moving. A third performer, Kathryn McCormack, periodically wandered past my table, often holding objects that would later reveal themselves to be clues leading to the Heart of Archive. Her phone conversation could sometimes be heard through our headsets as well; it would eventually become clear that she and Legere's character were supposed to meet each other at the library, but neither knew where to fi nd the other. A series of volunteers who rotated every night provided the remaining clues.
I worried that I would struggle to untangle the clues from the surrounding activity of the library, but in fact, that part was straightforward. Th e challenge turned out to be time: we were told that not everyone would get to the Heart of the Archive during the ninety-minute show, and admittedly, during my fi rst visit to the Archive, I ran out of time just two screens from the end (hampered by a brief technological glitch with my iPad at the beginning of the show and, in large part, by my scholar's propensity for taking unnecessarily fastidious notes in my Archivist's Notebook). On my second attempt, I easily made it to the "Heart" of the Archive and discovered its secret.
Th e discovery was a satisfying one. I will not ruin the surprise here, since the child's voice in our headphones told us at the beginning of the performance that "secrecy is crucial to the Archive," and Zuppa Th eatre plans to tour the show. I will say that the story of the Archive is also the story of its fi ctional founders, Ezekiel Mason and his daughter Beatrice, and that the Heart of the Archive reveals a secret that is signifi cant to both the family and the creation of the Archive itself. But while the participant's exploration of the Archive is ostensibly a scavenger hunt or detective mystery that she must solve, it also struck me as provoking a deeply personal rumination on each participant's own relation to objects, to theatre, to loss, and to collecting and archiving the past. Th e opening words of the performance gestured to this personal dimension: an old woman's voice in the headphones began the performance by asking, "What was the fi rst thing you lost that mattered to you? How long do you think it's been since you thought about it? Do you invent stories about lost things you fi nd? ... Do you believe that we are changed by our losses? Do you secretly believe something you've lost might be returned to you in a way no one could have predicted?" Having been primed for self-refl ection, the child then told us that we should follow our own instincts when investigating the Archive: we would have to choose whether to simply explore the exhibits of interest to us or to search for the Heart.
Th e choice about how one engages with the Archive relies on a series of smaller choices one must make through the perform- ance. Do I turn my attention to the live performers, or the virtual screen? Can I do both at once? Do I allow myself to revel in the interesting coincidences and happenstance off ered by the public surroundings, delighting in the ways that onlookers try to understand what they're seeing, or become part of the action, oblivious to the fact that they are being watched? Or, do I search for the Archive single-mindedly, trying to ignore the extra information around me? With only ninety minutes to explore the Archive, these decisions had real consequences for the experience of the performance. A leisurely tour through the Archive's screens and lingering attention to live action happening in the library would keep the participant from fi nding the Heart. On the other hand, the clues necessary to navigate the Archive were not available in the Archive itself-they were happening around us, and failing to pry oneself away from the screen and turn one's attention toward the living people in the library could equally scuttle the quest for the Heart. In the child's introduction to the Archive at the beginning of the performance, he said that the Archive off ered a combination of "distraction and contemplation," but as I sat in the library, confronted by a variety of stimuli both digital and real, I found it increasingly diffi cult to distinguish between the two.
For me, the child's warning at the beginning of the performance that not everyone would get to the Heart of the Archive in the allotted time awakened a combination of curiosity and competitiveness. I felt increasingly absorbed in the labyrinthine digital maze, moving quickly from screen to screen as I searched for the Heart. As the time dwindled, I sometimes forgot about my fellow playgoers, or even the live actors in the atrium, instead zeroing in on the choices on the screen in front of me. After my fi rst attempt, I regretted ignoring the live vignettes and rushing through screens as often as I did and vowed to take it more slowly the next time. As the time waned during my second attempt, though, I found myself rushing through the text again, listening to the live scenes through my headphones without looking up.
In retrospect, the experience of losing oneself in the Archive was refl ected in the story of Beatrice Mason, which the Archive slowly reveals to its explorers. Th e Archive, we were told early in the performance, was "a refuge for those who tend to solitude," and we would come to discover that the Archive was originally a refuge for Beatrice Mason herself, a way for her to withdraw from the world. While the Archive presented objects and stories of utopian communities, love and loyalty, the experience of creat- ing the Archive, like the experience of exploring it, was a solitary one, pulling Beatrice farther away from the social relations that were so important to the objects she catalogued. Even the "things" populating the Archive were only copies of the original, photos of objects that had been lost. One early screen presented an image of a wooden doorstop in the shape of a bird, while the accompanying text reminded the reader that this was "not the object itself," which presumably remained missing. Interestingly, though, I had seen that bird before: the doorstop itself sat on the table where I presented my ticket and received my Archivist's Notebook, and it would show up again in the atrium photo shoot. As absorbing as the Archive was, I began to feel that it was warning me about getting too lost in its depths at the expense of engagement in the moment.
3
In the fi nal moments of the show, the screen locked participants out of the Archive, off ering us instead a shot of gentle ocean waves, an image that was particularly resonant for those who had made it to the Heart of the Archive. In the atrium below, Legere's photographer fi nally connected with McCormack's character after worrying that the meeting would fall through, and we listened in on their conversation through our headphones. Th e reason for their meeting came as a surprise: she was delivering a selection of seeds he had purchased from her online, and he revealed plans to leave them in books in the library for future patrons to discover. It was a surprisingly moving moment: the play that had been about loss and solitude ended with the promise of human connections and real objects discovered pressed between the pages of books in the stacks.
Notes
1 Th is woman in the green coat turned out to be a Zuppa performer.
Th e others I have mentioned were not.
2 I saw the production twice. Th e fi rst time, I sat on the second fl oor, where guests explored the Archive on iPads. Th e second time, a week later, I sat on the fourth fl oor, where laptops were the medium of choice. Th e Archive itself was identical on both screens.
3 By the second time I attended the performance, a small concession had been made to those of us who would not manage to reach the Heart of the Archive in the ninety-minute window of the performance. A fl yer on my desk told me that I could visit the Archive from home at a designated time if I emailed "Archive Services." While this innovation eased the pressure to choose between the virtual and the real, or the end goal and the process, visiting the Archive from home was completely diff erent from encountering it in the library: at home, I could follow the story of Beatrice's solitude as she retreated into the Archive, but I could not experience it in the same way. 
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